HUMANITIES
PROJECT
WORK
World War 1
Who was involved?
Why did it start?
Why did men join the army?
Propaganda posters
Life in the trenches
Timeline of events
How did it end?
How was Britain changed?
Why should we remember?

MATHS
Read, write, order and compare
numbers up to 10,000,000
Round any whole number to a
required degree of accuracy
Use negative numbers in
context
Identify common factors,
common multiples and prime
numbers
Use the formal written
methods of long multiplication,
long division and short division
Solve problems using all four
number operations
Compare and order fractions
Add and subtract fractions
with different denominators
Use equivalence between
fractions, decimals and
percentages
Describe positions on the full
coordinate grid
Draw and translate shapes

SCIENCE
Nonchronological Reports
Use expanded noun phrases
Use a range of ways to open
sentences
Punctuate multi-clause sentences
accurately
Story Openings
Introduce settings and main
characters while give clues to the
story that follows
Use a variety of sentence lengths
for effect
Use show not tell sentences to
engage the reader
Poetic Style
Analyse poetry styles and impact
Consider audience and message
Create strong images
Powerful vocabulary choices

Light
Sources of light
Investigating shadows
How our eyes see
Reflection and refraction
Speed of light
Electricity
Revise simple circuits
Symbols on circuit diagrams
Repairing circuits
Series and parallel circuits
Investigating wires and
cells

RE
Beliefs in action around the
world
ICT
Beginning to code
PE
Invasion games
Gymnastics
Outdoor Adventurous
activites
PSHE/SEAL
New beginnings.
Getting on and falling out
Art
Creating a model sculpture
of a memorial
DT
Bread making
Music
Creating short compositions
following musical notations
French
Reading and writing simple
sentences

Expectations:
 Read every night, and get a parent/carer to read with you as often as possible.
 Practice your timetables to get really speedy!
 Make sure your PE kit is in school for every PE session.

